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ChemMax™ 1 Cool Suit
Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles
ChemMax™ 1 version of the Cool Suit. The Cool Suit
principle uses the main chemical protective coverall fabric
for the garment and includes a breathable back covered by
a ﬂap sealed at top and sides. The innovative design
allows circulation of air into the suit - enhanced by wearer
movement - to radically improve comfort yet maintain
protection against Type 4 liquid sprays.
Ÿ Yellow ChemMax 1 fabric with green seams and rear

panel cover; easy identiﬁcation.
Ÿ Critical areas - hood, front torso, sleeves & legs are

ChemMax 1 chemical barrier fabric; covered
breathable panel to rear sealed at top and sides and
open at the bottom to allow air circulation.
Ÿ Stitched & taped seams
Ÿ Improved Super-B style coverall: superior ﬁt, wearability
and durability.
Features: Breathable back panel, Double zip / storm ﬂap
front fastening, Elasticated hood, waist, cuffs and ankles,
"Super B“ pattern.
Style Number: CT1SCF428
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ChemMax™ 1 Coverall
Double Zip & Storm Flap and Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles
Ÿ Very lightweight, soft and ﬂexible fabric.
Ÿ Coverall with elasticated hood cuffs and ankles and double

zip & storm ﬂap front fastening.
Ÿ Low noise level - improved comfort and safety.
Ÿ Very cost effective Type 3 & 4 chemical protection.
Ÿ Infectious Agent Barrier - passes at highest classes in all four

EN 14126 bio-hazard tests ("EB" version used extensively by
UK Government health workers in 2015 West African Ebola
Crisis).
Ÿ Cushioned double-layer knee pads for increased comfort and
safety.
Ÿ Improved Super-B style coverall: superior ﬁt, wearability and
durability.
Features: Double zip / storm ﬂap front fastening, Elasticated
hood, waist, cuffs and ankles, "Super B“ pattern.
Style Number: CT1S428
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ChemMax® 3 Coverall
Double Zip & Storm Flap and Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles
Ÿ Coverall with elasticated hood, cuffs, waist and ankles.
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Double zip and storm ﬂap front fastening
Extruded fabric construction results in smoother and
more consistent fabric than bonded or glued
competitors.
Superior softness and ﬂexibility and more consistent
chemical barrier (no ‘pinching’ or thinner bond points as
seen in competitor fabrics).
European manufactured fabric, tested against a full
range of chemical warfare agents for anti-terror and civil
defence operations.
Very low noise level. Safer and improved comfort.
Cushioned double-layer knee pads for increased
comfort and safety.
Improved Super-B style coverall: superior ﬁt, wearability
and durability

Features: Attached hood, Zipper closure, Elastic wrists and
ankles, Elastic waist.
CE Certiﬁcation: TYPE 3, TYPE 4, TYPE 5, TYPE 6,
EN14126, EN1073, EN1149, EN340
Style Number: CT3S428
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ChemMax™ 4 Plus Coverall
Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles
Works with Lakeland’s PermaSURE®; on-line tool
providing instant safe-use times for over 4000
chemicals. Multi-layer, high barrier ﬁlms laminated to
spunbonded PP substrate - 220gsm. Tough and
durable fabric – can be used multiple times if
undamaged and un-contaminated.
Ÿ Extruded fabric construction. Results in smoother
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Ÿ

and more consistent fabric than bonded or glued
competitors.
Superior softness and ﬂexibility and more
consistent chemical barrier (no ‘pinching’ or thinner
bond points as seen in competitor fabrics).
European manufactured fabric - developed by a
leading UK producer of military and civil defence
chemical warfare agent protective materials
Tested against a full range of chemical warfare
agents for anti-terror and civil defence operations.
Soft and ﬂexible material compared to other
garments of a similar protection level.
Cushioned double-layer knee pads for increased
comfort and safety. Improved Super-B style coverall:
superior ﬁt, wear-ability and durability.
Coverall with double zip & storm ﬂap front fastening
and elasticated hood, cuffs, waist and ankles.
Available in yellow (CT4SY428PS) as standard. Not
all styles available from EU stock
Green (CT4SG428PS) and Khaki (CT4SK428PS) to
order with minimum order quantities. Contact us for more details

Features: Tape sealed seams, Double zip / storm ﬂap front fastening, Elasticated hood, waist,
cuffs and ankles, "Super B“ pattern.
Style Number: CT4SY428PS
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MicroMax™ NS Coverall
Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles
Soft and ﬂexible high quality microporous ﬁlm laminate
offers excellent combination of protection and comfort.
Ÿ Coverall with elasticated hood, cuffs, waist and ankles.
Ÿ High moisture vapour transmission rate allows escape

of vapour to maintain comfort.
Ÿ Fabric passes all testes in EN 14126 infectious agent
standard. (However, we recommend only garments
featuring sealed seams such as MicroMax™ TS should
be used for biological hazards).
Ÿ Lakeland “Super-B” ergonomic styling – unique
combination of three design elements to optimise ﬁt,
durability and freedom of movement.
Features: Attached hood, Elastic wrists and ankles, "Super
B“ pattern, Zip ﬂap.
Style Number: EMN428NS
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Pyrolon™ CBFR Coverall
Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles, Double Storm Flap with
Hook & Loop Fastening
Outer high barrier FR ﬁlm laminated to proprietary non-woven
substrate of viscose rayon to create a chemical barrier fabric with
FR properties.
Ÿ Combines Flame Retardency to EN 14116 (Index 3) with Type 3

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

& 4 chemical protection. Fabric will not ignite or burn: chars at
temperature lower than its ignition point.
Index 3 of EN 14116 - the same vertical ﬂammability
requirements as an EN 11612 FR coverall - Pyrolon™ CBFR will
provide some protection against ﬂames and heat
Coverall with elasticated hood,cuffs,waist and ankles.
Soft and ﬂexible fabric yet tough and durable
Single zip front fastening with double storm ﬂap secured with
hook and loop. If uncontaminated and undamaged it can be
used multiple times

Features: Tape sealed seams, Double storm ﬂap with hook and
loop closure, Elasticated hood, waist, cuffs and ankles, "Super B“
pattern.
Style Number: EBR228
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Pyrolon™ CRFR Flame Retardant Chemical Suit
Double Zip & Storm Flaps and Elasticated Hood, Cuffs, Waist and Ankles
Outer FR PVC barrier ﬁlm laminated to proprietary
nonwoven substrate of viscose rayon to create a
chemical barrier fabric with FR properties. 144gsm.
Ÿ
Ÿ Coverall with elasticated hood, cuffs, waist and
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

ankles.
Combines Flame Retardency to EN 14116 with Type
3 & 4 chemical protection.
Fabric will not ignite or burn: chars at temperature
lower than its ignition point.
Exceptionally soft and ﬂexible fabric for superior
comfort.
Pyrolon™ CRFR will not protect against ﬂames and
heat when worn on its own but is designed to be
worn over woven FR garments without
compromising ﬂame and heat protection.

Features: Tape sealed seams, Double zip / storm ﬂap
front fastening, Elasticated hood, waist, cuffs and
ankles, "Super B“ pattern.
Style Number: ECR428
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Interceptor™ Plus
Fully encapsulating EN 943 Type 1a gas-tight suit.
Front entry and standard vision visor.
Powered by Permasure®; Simple to use toxicity modeller app
offering instant safe-use times accounting for temperature and
chemical toxicity for over 4000 chemicals.
Ÿ Multi-layer, high barrier fabric for protection against a wide
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Ÿ
Ÿ
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Ÿ
Ÿ

range of hazardous liquid and gaseous chemicals. Yet very
soft and ﬂexible material for enhanced comfort.
Fabric weight 365gsm.
INT640 code; front entry / standard vision visor option.
Superior design featuring double-taped seams (inside & out).
Two-layer visor; (inner teﬂon and outer PVC layers) with unique
etched seam-sealing technology for high chemical barrier.
Two layer chemical glove system: inner chemical glove with
outer barrier 27mil butyl glove.
Tested against a full range of chemical warfare agents for antiterror and civil defence operations.
Two rear mounted exhaust valves.
Attached sock boot with boot overﬂaps.
Every Interceptor™ suit is gas-tight tested before leaving the
factory. Pressure test kits are available separately.

Features: Encapsulated, Attached sock boots with boot ﬂaps,
Double storm ﬂap with hook and loop closure, Fully encapsulated
front entry vapor-protective Level A suit, Standard Vision Visor.
Style Number: ICP640
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ChemMax 4 Plus
Encapsulating Suit with visor- Expanded back for internally worn SCBA
Rear Entry encapsulating suit with 20mil PVC visor.
Ÿ Attached boots with boot overﬂaps.
Ÿ Expanded back.
Ÿ To be used with internally worn Self-Contained
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Breathing Apparatus and breathing mask (not supplied).
Certiﬁed to EN 14605 Types 3 (jet sprays) and Type 4
(liquid sprays) of liquid chemicals (not gas-tight).
Certiﬁed to the infectious agent standard EN 14126;
fabric achieves highest class in all four tests. (Type 3-b,
4-b,5-b and 6-b).
Rear mounted zip with storm ﬂap.
One air exhaust port with protective shroud to allow
escape of exhaled air.
Elastic wrists (use with push-lock glove connection
system).
Spacious and generous design for comfort and freedom
of movement.
Powered by Permasure®. Use to assess real world safewear times for over 4000 chemicals.

Note: This is not a gastight suit and is not suitable for
protection against hazardous gases and vapours.
Features: Tape sealed seams, Storm ﬂap over zipper,
Expanded back for SCBA, Encapsulated, 20 mil PVC
faceshield, Attached sock boots with boot ﬂaps, Not
gas/vapor tight, Sealed seams, Rear entry, 1 exhaust port with shroud, Expanded back.
Style Number: CT4S450PS
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Disposable Nitrile Glove
(Powder Free, Palm-Textured)
Powder and latex-free disposable nitrile glove.
Thicker and more durable than common alternatives.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

No latex so avoids hypersensetivity.
0.10mm thickness.
24cm length.
Comfortable with good dexterity.
Effective chemical and oil resistance.
Textured surface for improved grip.
Comply with FDA regulations for food contact.

Applications:
Ÿ Chemical industry.
Ÿ Automobile manufacture.
Ÿ Small parts handling.
Ÿ Laboratory use.
Ÿ Light duty maintenance and clean-ups.
Style Number: 8304PF
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Neosol™ Neoprene - EC30F
(Powder Free, Palm-Textured)
30 Mil neoprene glove with pebble ﬁnish to palm and back. Flock-lined.
Ÿ Protection against a broad range of chemicals including acids,
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

caustic,oil and solvents.
Case hardened to improve physical properties - superior wear and
abrasion resistance.
Contoured palm and ergonomically designed curved ﬁngers for a
soft and comfortable ﬁt and improved dexterity.
Certiﬁcation EN388:2016 Mechanical Protection:
Abrasion Resistance Class 3
Blade Cut Resistance Class 1
Tear Resistance Class 3
Puncture Resistance Class 1

EN 374-5 Chemical Protection:
Minimum Class 2 (Normalised Breakthrough >30mins) on chemicals
AKLMNO (see EN standards summary for list of chemicals)
Applications:
Ÿ Printing clean-up and graphics arts.
Ÿ Electronics: handling of printed circuit boards and semiconductors.
Ÿ General manufacturing: fabrication, cutting oils, caustics, dip-tanks.
Ÿ Aerospace: cleaning solvents, engine fan blades, metal fabrication.
Ÿ Auto-industry.
Ÿ Chemical Processing Industry.
Ÿ Glass manufacture.
Ÿ Janitorial.
Style Number: EC30F
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ChemMax™ 1 Chemical Splash Gown
Ties And Elasticated Cuffs
Ÿ Very lightweight, soft and ﬂexible fabric.
Ÿ Stitched and taped seams.
Ÿ Low noise level - improved comfort and safety. Very cost effective Type 3 & 4 Partial Body

chemical protection.
Ÿ Infectious Agent Barrier - passes at highest classes in all four EN 14126 bio-hazard tests
(version used extensively by UK Government health workers in 2015 West African Ebola
Crisis).
Hospital gown with sleeves and elasticated cuffs and waist ties fastening at front for easy
donning and comfort.
Features: Elastic wrist, Attached ties, Rear entry

ChemMax® 1 Apron
ChemMax® 1 chemical protection for general industry, environmental clean up and chemical
handling.
Features: Attached ties, Apron
Product Speciﬁcations: Materials: Polyethylene barrier ﬁlm and continuous ﬁlament
polypropylene non-woven
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MARK SAFETY APPLIANCES
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certiﬁed Company)

Regd.Office:
E-131, Vrundavan Township,
Harni Road, Vadodara-390 006.
+91-265-2466625, +91-265-2462464, +91-265-2488801
info@marksafety.com
Warehouse & Workshop:
Plot No. 92, 93, Shah Industrial Park-III,
Kotambi-391 510, Vadodara-Halol Highway, Gujarat.
+91 98797 79661
Scan QR code to
download catalogues
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